A DECADE AFTER the Bloodborne Pathogens (BBP) Standard was first issued in 1991, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) revised it in April 2001 to emphasize the requirement to use safety-engineered devices. Over the last several years, OSHA has sharply stepped up enforcement of the BBP Standard. Its recent compliance directive and letters of interpretation on the standard further underscore its commitment to reducing needle sticks through the use of safer devices and practices. (See Clarifying Key Points for details.)

Big jump in citations
According to data from OSHA’s office of health compliance assistance, between April 2001 and May 2002, the agency handed out 132 citations for failure to use engineering and work practice controls in states regulated by federal OSHA. That’s four times the number issued for this specific violation in the previous decade.

OSHA citations specify the corrective action required and the time allowed for follow-through. The actions can include fines up to $7,000 for serious violations and up to $70,000 for repeat violations. Fines imposed for BBP standard violations between April 2001 and May 2002 totaled $1.27 million.

Despite OSHA’s expanded efforts to enforce the standard, many health care facilities still don’t comply with the requirement to use safety devices. In a health and safety survey conducted by the American Nurses Association in 2001, almost 20% of nurse respondents said their facilities “do not provide safe needle devices for injections, I.V. insertions, and phlebotomy procedures, despite the implementation of the federal Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act.”

The implementation of safety devices isn’t optional, says OSHA. A facility has leeway only in choosing which device to use in a given category, such as which style of safety I.V. catheters or lancets to use. Exceptions are allowed only if no safety device is commercially available for a given procedure or if use of a safety device would jeopardize a patient or is medically contraindicated. In such cases, the facility must clearly document in its exposure plan its reasons for not using a safety device.

Crying poor doesn’t fly
The message that safety devices aren’t optional was clear in an “interpretation letter” OSHA sent to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP). In July 2001, the AAP president had requested an exemption

---

**Clarifying key points**

In November 2001, OSHA clarified these issues in its updated compliance directive for the Bloodborne Pathogens (BBP) Standard.

- **Removing phlebotomy needles from blood tube holders is prohibited.** Clearly stated in the compliance directive, this message was reinforced in a June 2002 interpretation letter OSHA sent to someone who’d requested clarification: “The increased manipulation required to remove a contaminated needle from a blood tube holder is unnecessary and may result in a needle stick from either the front or back end of the needle.”

- **Separating sharps from reusable syringes or reusable blood tube holders is prohibited.** OSHA says, “Sharps containers should not create additional hazards,…that using unwinders is "generally prohibited,"…and that “shearing or breaking of contaminated needles is prohibited.” To support its position, OSHA cites the 1991 BBP Standard: “Contaminated needles and other contaminated sharps shall not be bent, recapped, or removed, unless the employer can demonstrate that no alternative is feasible.”

- **Safety needles aren’t required for procedures that don’t involve contact with patient body fluids.** According to OSHA, “Needles that will not become contaminated by blood during use (such as those used only to draw medication from vials) are not required to have engineering controls under this standard. The needle used for the actual injection, however, must incorporate engineering controls.” Also, safety needles must be used for accessing I.V. ports.
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